Celebrity

TOON TAROT

REMOTE CARD READINGS
For GRAHAM NORTON and CHRIS EVANS

Easy to Read TOON CARDS are based on the TAROT
Toon reading cards are only available from www.allinterestbooks.co.uk
The answers are in the cards you don’t have to talk to anyone just tell
them the story as perceived from your own hidden sixth sense.
It may be a future or past event or may be happening now.
The Toon cards come in an ebook download straight to you.
Cut them out and they will only be personal to you.
You may give anyone a fun reading at a party or home
allowing them to shuffle the cards beforehand.

THE TOON CARD REMOTE READINGS
Based on the Tarot Cards

Remote reading for Graham Norton

8th Nov.2010

8 - Card reading

Property is on the mind of a younger woman relative you know. She is alarmed and angry
about a changeover or disruption to future events. This may affect her health for a short time
but this will be short lived and a successful outcome will be negotiated.

Remote reading for Chris Evans

10th Nov. 2010

There seems to be a slight deception with someone you know and care for. Everything seems seems to be relaxed and peaceful
for they have magnetism and capability that you trust. What is revealed is that this is in the form of a younger woman that you
are attracted to, and she to you. She will leave behind her a burden that you cannot cope with and so the relationship will
end justified by your knowledge.
Minor2
The Disguise
Hidden Concealed Veiled Deception

Minor30
The Calm
Peaceful Restful Composed Relaxed

Minor29
The Gift
Aptitude Magnetism Disarming Contribution Capability

Major20
Younger woman

Minor28
The Lovers
Harmony Fruitfulness

Minor27
The Despair
Anguish Gloom Burden

Minor26
The Death
End of
Situation Change Ending restart

Toon reading cards are only available from www.allinterestbooks.co.uk
The answers are in the cards you don’t have to talk to anyone just tell
them the story as perceived from your own hidden sixth sense.
It may be a future or past event or may be happening now.
The Toon cards come in an ebook download straight to you.
Cut them out and they will only be personal to you.
You may give anyone a fun reading at a party or home allowing them to shuffle the cards beforehand.

Minor3
The Balance
Justice Scales In proportion

MORE to COME
www.allinterestbooks.co.uk or www.sfauthorsite-JL.com

